
Welcome to Madrid
The Recoletos Hall at the Mapfre Foundation is hosting an exhibition from 11 February to 7
May that reviews forty years of Facundo de Zuviría’s career, from 1982 to 2022, through 195
black and white and colour photographs.  The exhibition offers a linear itinerary and
includes his best known and political series, Siesta Argentina, a major example of his
inclination for composition and symmetry.

Curated by Alexis Fabry, this exhibition showcases the photographer’s two ways of working.  On
one hand, projects that are ongoing in time and created from a prior idea in which each image
follows this original concept, as occurred in Frontalismo. This series, which began in 2010, was
initially a series with an end point, but it is still ongoing.

The same occurs in Estampas Porteñas, which Facundo de Zuviría considers to be his most
personal work as it is made up of places to which he returns over and over again on his regular
strolls through Buenos Aires.  On the other hand, the exhibition addresses an autonomous series,
such as the photograms (1981-1983), the sequences (2000-2004), Siesta Argentina (2001-
2003) or the blueprints of books that he prepared during the pandemic (2020-2021), among others.

Facundo de Zuviría (born Buenos Aires 1954), photographing his native city is a way of life.  In
1983, he decided to devote himself to photography and following his participation in a culture
programme in its neighbourhoods, he created a visual archive of images of Buenos Aires.  The
project was never realised but since then he has captured life on the streets with all of the elements
that make up the urban environment.

In this way, and over the past forty years, Zuviría has constructed a parallel image of his city, an
image that was initially aseptic but one that is both evocative and nostalgic.
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Practical Information

When
From 11 February to 7 May

Where
Mapfre Foundation. Recoletos Exhibition
Hall

Address
Paseo
de Recoletos, 23
28004

Tourist area
Paseo del Arte

Telephone Fax

Email Website
https://www.fundacionmapfre.org/arte-y-
cultura/exposiciones/sala-recoletos/facundo-
de-zuviria/

Metro
Colón (L4)
Banco de España (L2)

Bus
5, 14, 27, 37, 45, 53, 150, C03, N1, N4, N22,
N23, N24, N25, N26

Cercanías (local train)
Madrid-Recoletos

BiciMAD bike-share scheme
Consulta el mapa de estaciones .

Prices
Individual Ticket: Visit to Facundo de Zuviría
and Leonora Carrington. Revelation. General
Entrance Fee: € 5 Reduced Entrance Fee: €
3 (groups entitled to discount) Free General
Entrance: Mondays except public holidays,
2pm - 8pm See official website

Times
Mondays (except Public Hols): 2pm - 8pm
Tues to Sat: 11am - 8pm Sun and Public
Hols: 11am - 7pm

Type
Exhibitions
Photography
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